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World and ASEAN+3: Annual trade as percentage of GDP

Sources: Mirodout and Nordström (2020); UNCTAD; World Bank; and AMRO staff calculations.

ASEAN+3: GVC Participation
(Percent of total exports, 3-year moving average)

GVC imports are imports of the country in 
which the last stage of production takes place, 
plus imports of other economies involved in 
earlier stages of production

Sources: Asian Development Bank; ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office
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Note: Trade refers to the sum of exports and imports. Import intensity of production is defined 
as the ratio of GVC-related imports to the output of the final products. 
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With trade and GVCs slowing since the Global Financial Crisis, COVID-19 has fueled 
predictions of deglobalization and a reshoring of GVCs.



After a period of high growth, Hong Kong’s level of international economic 
engagement has levelled off.

Hong Kong’s exports of good & services; outward FDI, % of GDP, 1965-2019



Further harmonization with, and deeper integration into, the Greater Bay Area will 
offer Hong Kong significant growth opportunities...

http://english.scio.gov.cn/videos/2018-06/28/content_53658131.htm


… Hong Kong has already successfully positioned itself as the bridge for flows of 
capital, goods and services into China.

Exports of goods from Hong Kong, % of total, 1973-2021 



But regional integration also creates risk exposures for small economies that are part 
of much larger markets

“Whereas Singapore is deeply integrated into a range of sectors in
the global economy, Hong Kong has become highly specialized
and deeply integrated into China. Although Hong Kong’s model
has supported its growth, it also means that Hong Kong now has
fewer options.”

David Skilling, Landfall Strategy

• Firms and talent may leave for better opportunities 
in the larger markets

• Hollowing out of the manufacturing sector; loss of 
an industrial base

• Loss of manufacturing sector reduces opportunities 
for technology upgrading and development

• Less diversified economy; more exposed to 
idiosyncratic, sector-specific risks 



R&D as percentage of GDP, 2019 (or most recent available)

The hollowing out of manufacturing might have reduced opportunities for innovation 
and technology development in Hong Kong…



Hong Kong also needs to foster a stronger research, innovation and enterprise (RIE) 
ecosystem and a vibrant start-up scene

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2020

Source: 2020 Global Startup Ecosystem Report 
(GSER) from Startup Genome and Global 
Entrepreneurship Network. The GSER now 
ranks the top 140 startup ecosystems from an 
assessment of several hundreds.



World’s 60 Most Innovative Economies 

South Korea, Singapore and Switzerland lead the index in 2021



IEMS report on “Hong Kong and 
the Greater Bay Area: Integration 
and Distinctiveness”

Unless Hong Kong enhances the distinctiveness of its economy, there is
meaningful risk of a further loss of economic activity and an erosion of
competitive strength in key sectors. But there are substantial economic
opportunities from GBA integration as well. Indeed, the more
successful Hong Kong is in upgrading the distinctiveness of its
economy, the more it can fully exploit the opportunities from GBA
integration. Only by doing the former well can Hong Kong fully realise
the benefits of the latter

“

Enhancing the distinctiveness of the Hong Kong economy



Southeast Asia is on the cusp of an acceleration in
economic growth that will drive structural
transformation, resulting in a more diversified economy
with a much larger consumption base and a greater
demand for sophisticated services.

• Key Southeast Asian economies are ramping up
infrastructure spending.

• Southeast Asian countries are pursuing supply-side
reforms and attracting more FDI.

• Countries in the region still keen on free trade
agreements; there are also increasing synergies from
regional integration efforts (e.g. RCEP).
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Hong Kong as the GBA’s Gateway to Southeast Asia



• Source: McKinsey & Company.
Notes: SKUs = stock-keeping units. Global supply chain leaders and business executives’ surveys from May to December 2020.

McKinsey & Company Corporate Survey: Planned Actions to Build Resilience
(Percent of total respondents)
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Regionalizing supply chain

Nearshoring and expanding supplier base

Increase inventory of critical products

Dual sourcing of raw materials

Planning to 
increase 

resilience, 
93%

Global supply chain leaders 
survey

Increasing resilience 
even at expense of 
short-term savings, 

44%

Business executives 
survey

79% of MNEs in 
China

•No change in planned investment actions

29% of MNEs in 
China

•With planned increase in investments in China, down 
from 47 percent in 2019

5.6% of MNEs in 
China

•Will commence, continue, or consider a China de-
risking strategy

Little evidence of reshoring/nearshoring of production (away from China); instead, 
there is likely to be an emphasis on ensuring diversity and resilience of supply



Sources: Sources:

Foreign and domestic firms in China show increasing interest in Southeast Asia

Relocation Announcements by Sector, 2020‒21
(Number of projects)

Orbis Crossborder; and AMRO staff calculations. Orbis Crossborder; and AMRO staff calculations.

Investment Announcements from China to ASEAN+3, by 
Ownership

(Number of projects)

Notes: HQ = headquarters; R&D = research and development. Logistics and distribution include 
transportation. 
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Even with a reconfiguration of global value chains, major Southeast Asia countries are 
an attractive location compared to peers

Heat-map for GVC “Transferability”

Sources: Asia Regional Integration Center, ADB; International Labour Organization; World Economic Forum; World Bank; World Trade Organization; United Nations International Telecommunication Union; United Nations Population Division; national 
authorities via Haver Analytics; and AMRO staff calculations.
Notes: The overall Transferability index is a simple average of the nine indicators for each economy. The greener the color, the higher its relative z-score and the greater the GVC transferability to that economy or location; the redder, the lower the 
attractiveness for GVC relocation. See “Which GVC Sectors can be Easily Reconfigured?” in AREO 2021 for details.
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Hong Kong is well-positioned to take advantage of Southeast Asia’s growth
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Hong Kong is well-positioned to take advantage of Southeast Asia’s growth



Selected Economies: Wage growth
(2005 = 100)

Note: Data for China and India refer to the average nominal annual wage of all units; for Indonesia, average net wages of employees; for 

the Philippines, the legislated daily wage rate; for Singapore the average resident monthly earnings of Industry; for Thailand, the average 
monthly wages per person; for the United States, the minimum hourly wage rate; and for Vietnam, the average monthly earnings.
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Southeast Asia is on the cusp of an acceleration in
economic growth that will prompt a faster pace of
transformation, resulting in a more diversified economy
with a much larger consumption base and a greater need
for more sophisticated services.

• Key Southeast Asian economies are ramping up
infrastructure spending.

• Southeast Asian countries are pursuing supply-side
reforms and attracting more FDI.

• Countries in the region still keen on free trade
agreements; there are also increasing synergies from
regional integration efforts (e.g. RCEP).

• Supply chain reconfiguration would spur investments
in Southeast Asia as multinationals seek lower cost
locations and pursue a “China +1” strategy.

• Southeast Asia as a major market in its own right.

Hong Kong as the GBA’s Gateway to Southeast Asia



Thank you


